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Model railways are nothing but toys which I should have grown out of years

EDITORIAL

ago. Never mind that other people pay good money to see the fruits of what
I and others within the On30 Group and many other Club members and

What?

fellow railway modellers do … it is of no interest to the C.O. and, therefore
(in the great scheme of things), is irrelevant. There are far more important

September already?

priorities in life.
I don’t believe it! ….. as Victor Meldrew might say.
I cannot but agree with her. There are all manner of priorities in life, but there
I hope you’ve all had great summer and you’ve survived the kids/grandkids
over the last 6 weeks or so. All we’ve got to think about now are the bills for

comes the point when time out for yourself itself becomes a priority. And it is
important that we acknowledge that.

the new school uniforms, the P.E. and games kit and all the paraphernalia
Our hobby is our ‘time out’, it is our space and our escape from the ‘real

that the new school year brings.

world’. Others find it in television (as does my C.O.), a myriad of other
Then we can think about what we are going to spend all our hard earned

hobbies, reading………the list is endless!

money on and, I’ve no doubt, our hobby comes way down the list of
‘domestic spend’ if my C.O. is anything to go by! I don’t know about you, but
I do try to maintain a railway modelling ‘slush fund’ ….. I empty my pockets
each night of loose change and stick it in a jar in the hope that it will escape
the attentions of the ‘omnipotent one’. So far, I think I’ve been successful
and the ‘slush fund’ stands at a reasonably useful amount ……… enough to
fund a couple of projects, so long as it’s not rumbled! I try to look all innocent

To those who criticise our hobby, I would ask, “What research do you do?
What new skills do you learn? What do you build that says something about
you? What do you make for yourself? What do you make that can give
inspiration to others? What do you show that can, potentially, inspire and
influence hundreds, if not thousands, of others?” Railway modelling offers all
of that and so much more.

when the C.O. says we need a few quid for a new bathroom cabinet in the
caravan and we really can’t afford it, can we? I suspect I’m not alone in

I well remember a conversation I had with a friend of mine who said that
staging a model railway exhibition in Macclesfield was a waste of time. My

suffering a momentary guilt trip.

reply was to ask him what he did to encourage 1,200+ to attend an event in
That guilt trip will last all the way to the first opportunity I have to purchase

the town, visit and spend their money on food, accommodation, frequent the
local pubs. He, of course, had no answer.

the wherewithal to embark upon my next project!

But, then, I ask myself, “Why should I feel guilty about spending money on
something I enjoy?” and why do I have to be so secretive about it? My

It is, maybe, time that railway modellers came out from ‘under the bushel’
and began to defend their hobby in the very real terms we all know exist.

hobby is an important part of me. It is part of who I am and without it, I would
not be the person I am.

It’s a hobby that can involve everyone,….. from the most basic to the
superlative. It is the ‘from’ and ‘to’ that is the most important point. It is a

Tell that to the C.O.!

hobby that encourages the potential to grow, to acquire new skills, to learn
about the 12” to the foot world, to interpret what we see and recreate it in

Understand?

Never!

miniature and, above all, express ourselves in a very personal way.

Let the doubters scoff …………..I’ve got my ‘slush fund’!

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
supports the development of

“MegaPoint Controllers”
through the On30 Group

STANDARD GAUGE FREIGHT CARS ON NARROW
GAUGE TRACKS
Udo Pfannkuche

In Switzerland and Germany there once existed many narrow gauge
railroads which transported a lot of freight transferred to and from standard
gauge cars. That was of course a manpower hungry, time consuming, and
expensive task. Imagine the facilities needed to undertake such movements
….. special platforms, extra rail lines, manpower and, above all, a lot of non-

photo 2

revenue making time wasted!

In the late 19th century, an engineer in Baden-Württemberg conceived
special trucks on which the standard gauge freight cars could ride on narrow
gauge tracks.

photo 1

photo 3
coupled to the trucks or the standard gauge cars by long rods (see photo 3)

The narrow gauge trucks have a pivoting traverse beam, which the standard

photo 4

gauge cars' flanges sit on, they also feature a kind of fork, that encloses the
standard gauge car's axle and prevent it from slipping off the truck's

with the air hoses connected. On some narrow gauge railroads a transition

traverser beam (see photos 1 & 2). The narrow gauge truck was thus able to

car was used to couple these truck trains to the locomotives. That transition

negotiate the tight curves of the narrow gauge lines while pivoting under the

car was equipped with narrow gauge buffers and couplings on the

traverser beam.

locomotive's side and standard gauge buffers and screw couplings on the
standard gauge cars' side (see photo 4).

Two systems of coupling the narrow gauge riding trucks were used; to
couple the trucks themselves by the use of long rods, carrying the hoses for

To get the standard gauge cars onto the narrow gauge riding trucks there

the air brakes, or to couple the standard gauge cars directly, if the narow
gauge line's curves weren't wide enough. The locomotives were

had to be double track on two different levels; the standard gauge rails sat
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on top of the rim of a pit, in the pit's bottom lay the narrow gauge rails

where the riding trucks could be moved along and between the standard

beginning of the narrow gauge tracks. The narrow gauge riding cars were

gauge rails.

pressed against the special stopper while the standard gauge cars were
slowly pushed onto the narrow gauge cars. There they were secured with

The standard gauge cars were then gently shunted onto the exchange rails,

wheel blocks and chains preventing them from rolling off the narrow gauge

the riding trucks shoved each under one of the standard cars axle, the forks

riding cars. The coupling methods were the same as those previously

were upfolded and secured with chains, then the standard cars were gently

mentioned.

pushed towards the end of the pit where the standard gauge rails gradually

photo 7

descendetd The standard gauge cars' flanges now rode on the narrow
gauge trucks' traverser beams.

At the very end of the 19th century this invention was developed further with

photo 5

photo 1

The bogies inside the narrow gauge riding cars also allowed these cars to
negotiate the much tighter narrow gauge curves, they also were air braked,
and the standard gauge cars did not ride at that height as on the riding
trucks.Nowadays the use of these narrow gauge riding trucks and riding cars
has almost vanished in Germany; only the Harzer Schmalspurbahnen HSB

photo 8

the appearance of

photo 6

bogie freight cars
and extended
wheel base cars. A
whole car was
designed with a
frame, carrying two
standard gauge
rails and two
bogies inside the

frame to travel on narrow gauge tracks (see photos 5,6,7,8 and 9). These
narrow gauge riding cars expedited the process of moving standard cars
onto narrow gauge riding cars, because only some sort of "buffer" stop
was necessary with one standard gauge track end and below this the
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EDITOR’S NOTE

Whilst the practice of carrying standard gauge wagons along narrow gauge
lines using transporter wagons and/or axle supporting bogies was fairly
widespread throughout the narrow gauge systems of Europe, it was a rare
sight indeed in Britain. So far as I can ascertain, the Leek and Manifold Light
Railway was the only line in the UK to do so.

As a narrow gauge line (2’ 6”) it was built with an unusually generous loading
gauge, so much so that its passenger carriages, with their end verandahs,
were almost as large as standard gauge carriages at the time they were

photo 9

built. Because of the generous loading gauge, it was possible to transport
standard gauge wagons to the outlying and isolated communities along the

(The Harz Narrow Gauge Railroads) uses the narrow gauge riding cars.

route.

Otherwise one could only find examples of this legendary transport system
on preservation railroads.
Another situation evolved in Switzerland: The Swiss company Vevey Car
Manufacturer developed very short narrow gauge trucks for carrying
standard gauge bogie freight cars. These short riding trucks allow one truck
under each of the bogie's axles. The transition process from standard gauge
to the narrow gauge trucks is mostly automated, only the air brake hoses
have to be connected manually.

Since Switzerland has many narrow gauge lines this product of Vevey is in

photo 10

The photo above shows two milk tankers being transported. Although rather
grainy, the picture to
the left shows a
loaded North
Staffordshire wagon
being transported.

widespread use there.
All the systems mentioned allow standard gauge wagons to be loaded or
unloaded directly on narrow gauge lines (photo 10).

A ‘Google’ search

Note:

Manifold Light

for the Leek and
Railway will produce some fascinating information on this 8.25 mile line.

Carrying standard gauge freight cars on narrow gauge trucks or riding cars
requires a higher clearance profile (loading gauge) around the tracks. Even
the minimum height of the overhead power lines had to be adjusted for this

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

kind of transportation on electrified systems. On 1,000 mm narrow gauge
lines with radii not less than 110 meters, riding truck trains can travel at

“TRIDENT TRAINS”

about 50 km/h.

Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre,
Crewe Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire,

I hope this article may interest some model railroad enthusiasts. This kind of
transport might be a bit queer for British railway friends but I believe some

CW5 7LG

might want to learn more about foreign railraods and technologies.

01270 842400
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www.tridenttrains.co.uk

A Journey not to be Missed – Worth
Double

arrangements for our onward train ride are headed
“A Journey not to be Missed – Worth
Double” (hence my title) and give departure/arrival
times. The adult return train fare was 6 shillings
(30 pence); half price for children.

Vic Holland

Railway-themed outings have long been a tradition
at the MMRG. I was rummaging in the loft the
other day, and when the dust had cleared I spotted
a programme describing a coach trip to the Vale of
Rheidol Railway. The date was May 1961, four
years after the group’s inception.

As I recall, we were blessed with fine weather, as
testified by the photos I took on the day, mostly at
Devil’s Bridge. All in all, a grand day out,
especially for those of us who had no access to
private transport at the time.

The
document
was nicely
produced
by, I
believe,
Ken Ball,
judging by
the
distinctive
handwriting
in the top
right corner
of the
cover. It
contains an
eloquent scenic description of our anticipated
outward journey to Aberystwyth. The

Editor’s Note
Many thanks, Vic, for this trip
down ‘memory lane’.
As you rightly say, MMRG has
something of a history when it
comes to arranging trips out and,
you will no doubt be pleased to
know, there are new trips being
planned.
Keep rummaging in that loft of
yours ……. who knows what
other treasures you may find!
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PEAK FOREST IN A CELLAR (part 2)

from various uncles. This was part exchanged for an extensive second hand

Dave Mann

Trix Twin layout on a 8' x 4' table in 1956. I soon learnt that this was not a
good deal and by 1958 was replaced by Triang running on Wrenn track (not
a great deal better!). By 1960 the railway had migrated to the loft and was
primarily Hornby Dublo running on Wrenn track. At last we had found a
reliable system although the Wrenn track left a lot to be desired (Peco
Streamline was yet to appear). By 1962 work took me to the far corners of
the globe and my brother took over the railway.

In about 1960 I had a brief excursion into model aircraft and boats. However
one crash landing undid hours of work, whilst the boat sank and resisted all
my attempts to find it. I stuck with model railways!

I arrived back home in November 1967, after some 8 months away, to find
we were moving house within the week and my first job was to dismantle
and move the railway into a 20' x15' room at the new house. It was a very

Photo of 13065 from the November 2016 issue

cold winter so I spent some 3 months of leave rebuilding the railway with
The photo of 13065 in the November newsletter reminded me of my 70th

Peco Streamline. It was a vast improvement on the Wrenn track. However,

birthday present from my daughters. It was a steam experience on the

the demise of Horby Dublo meant my brother ended up with a large

E.L.R. on 13065 a year ago. It was a really good day with half a day on the

collection of Triang stock and a couple of Trix. The latter were appalling, the

train, driving, firing & acting as guard and half a day touring the E.L.R. site.

Britannia ran like a dog and I've only recently cured the fault …. the leading

As a retired engineer I really enjoy seeing round the workshops, which is

and centre axles were gear driven but they weren't in sync with the coupling

usually a big ‘No’ thanks to health and safety, so it was a really memorable

rods. He suffered from epilepsy which ultimately led to his premature death

day. I've attached a photo of me on 13065, I'm the one with the white beard!

in 1970.

Marriage in 1971 and work meant that model railways were, temporarily,
shelved except when I worked overseas. I usually took a kit with me to pass
the evenings so I built up a collection of kit built stock, primarily Ks. We didn't
have much choice at the time …. it was that or tender drive Triang Hornby!

By 1984 father decided to downsize so I had the job of dismantling the
railway again and putting it into store in my loft. That meant I had nowhere to
test my models and I started to look as to where I could build a layout and I
finally settled on a 26' X 7' cellar which was nice and dry and not used. It
was stripped cleaned & repainted and a large freelance 2 level layout built.

A section of the early 2 level layout

However in 2006, after 20 years and retirement, it wasn't finished and I
wasn't happy with it. I'd developed an interest in the Midland Railway over

Dave, the picture of nonchalance, on the footplate of 13065

Peak Forest. Also I found that the Peco foam ballast was disintegrating, so
that was out on the new layout and I even bought a pack of Slaters

My railway modelling started in the early 1950s with Hornby O gauge
and it was a mixture of a few new items and a lot of items passed down
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Limestone ballast. So it was dismantled and rebuilt with no gradients and

Here is 44339, the Buxton 4F with snow plough and in the siding is the Dove Holes tunnel repair train
with Hornby Dublo 08 and note the wagon next but one to the 08, it's a flat topped cattle wagon. The
inspiration fot that came from the photo ‘Jubilees at Diggle Junction’ by Ken Ratcliffe in the March
2017 Newsletter.

The Triang Pullman and Hornby compound at Peak Forest north. To build the two signal
boxes (PF north and south) needed 3 Ratio Midland Signal box kits!

a single level, for easy access, and I sold most of the stock which wasn't
applicable to the railway. My model is in the cellar and to keep cats and dust
off it has hinged covers above it. By the time I was ready to ballast the new

Hazel Grove when ‘Iron Duke’ broke it's tender drawbar on a down express

layout Slaters Limestone ballast was no longer available. Then I

on 19 June 1958. The train stopped quickly but the engine was well on the

remembered that as a volunteer helping to clear the local stream of every

way to Cheadle Heath when it stopped! Fortunately the fireman was having

conceivable item of rubbish imaginable we had 100 tons of ballast dumped
by BR when they relaid the Midland line from Hazel Grove to Cheadle Heath
in 1992 after a derailment. So armed with a bucket I collected some
limestone ballast, crushed & graded it to make ballast & wagon loads.

Now I have Peak Forest 1948-68 where a lot of test trains were run, DerbyChinley-Derby or Derby-Sheffield-Chinley-Derby, so I can legitimately run a
wide variety of stock. I hate throwing anything usable away and still have the
Hornby Dublo 8F, 4MT Co-Bo & 08 even after 50 odd years they are still
good performers, and my first 2 rail loco the Triang 3F (although the makers
wouldn't recognise it after it's rebuild!). Along with two Kitmaster locos I
‘Iron Duke’, on a happier occasion, drifting through Peak Forest

started in the 1960s and finished in the 1990s. Both are motorised, the 9F &

a break on the downhill stretch.

After building a rake of 10 Peak Model shop ICI limestone hopper wagons (I
remember the shop and the kits well - I was a regular customer until the
shop, sadly, closed. Ed) I came across the Uncommon Kits ICI hopper
wagons and promptly built 10! They rank as one of the best kits I've built.

The motorised Kitmaster Deltic, the A1 Fell and a Hornby 8F.

Deltic and, yes, the Deltic passed through Peak Forest in 1955 en route to
Derby. There’s also a Ks Kirtley 2F, 8F and Garrett (none with the makers
motors) and with their steel rimmed wheels are reliable performers. Also on

A close shot of 3 of the limestone hopper wagons, three different versions. The left hand one is of the
1952/3 batch which had the third and fourth panels (where the Is are) wider and not being done by
Hattons, the centre one is of the 1947/8 batch with plate frame bogies and large letters, the right hand
one is the 1938/9 batch with small letters and diamond frame bogies.

the roster are a Craftsman 2P, a Dave Alexander 10800, Q kits 10000, and
an A1 10100 Fell ….. the last two were the worst kits I've ever built. Then I
looked at the Triang Western Pullman and refurbished it with ultrascale
wheels and more appropriate bogies.

Then Bachman brought out their Midland Pullman and now Hattons have
announced they are to release a RTR ICI limestone hopper wagon, so

My ‘Britannia’ just had to be renamed ‘Iron Duke’ after the incident in
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I've stopped building kits and am concentrating on signalling, scenery and

Researching how Peak Forest looked in those days is proving interesting
and I’ve been helped considerably by the two books ‘Over The Peak’ (parts
1 and 2) by J.M.Bentley.

Editor’s note

Thank you so much for the article …….. part 2 was well worth the wait!

I’m sure that Ken (Ratcliffe) will be pleased to know that his rather wintery
outings to the wilds of Saddleworth all those years ago inspired you to build
a flat roofed wagon as seen in his photo. Sharing information and memories
can really pay dividends.

I’m equally sure that your having shared your ‘on-going project’ has provided
inspiration for others.
A K’s Garret waits patiently for its train

Please keep us up-to-date with future developments.

rebuilding some of the old Triang & Hornby diesels. I'm not too impressed by
the reliability of modern models like D5500, which ran on test in brown

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

undercoat in October 1957, or D6967 & D6968 in green livery with yellow
ends on the Westinghouse brake tests in 1968 …. versions not produced

“THE MODEL CENTRE”
Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire,
YO22 5LF
01947 899125
“www.themodelcentre.com"

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)
Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North,
Poynton, Cheshire, SK12 1BY
01625 850427
D227 with ICI hopper wagons passing through Peak Forest where two Austin Sevens are parked. If I'm
not working on the railway, I'm usually working on or driving one of three 1932 Austin Sevens

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :commercially.

“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”
30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY

There are still a ton of jobs to do, loco windows to glaze, scenery to build
and I've a kit of the ex L&Y dynamometer car which I haven't even started

0161 928 5940

yet. However I get far more satisfaction from making something rather than

“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

buying it.

Running a few Hornby Dublo, Triang, Mainline, Airfix and Dapol together

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

with modern Hornby, Bachman, Heljan and kit built stock created a coupling

“CHESHIRE MODELS”

nightmare. I tried all sorts until I settled on Kadee couplers as standard and
that solved all the problems. They even give closer coupling! However, they

37, Sunderland Street, Macclesfield

did make my cat redundant. He would lie down watching the trains and

01625 511646

spring into action if a train emerged having left half the train in the tunnel!

www.cheshiremods.org.uk
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A PLATELAYER’S NIGHTMARE?

INFORMATION, PLEASE
Vic Holland

These are the approaches to Newcastle station (circa 1895). I’ve not seen
them modelled …… I wonder why?

YOU ARE KIDDING …… RIGHT?

No! It’s not the motive power solution for a cash strapped railway company.
This little beast is used to move wagons on industrial sidings.

HOLY COW! WHERE’S THE REST OF THE TRAIN?

Whilst rummaging in my loft I also came across a local press cutting
featuring Colin Plant, a dear friend of mine, at one of our Exhibitions. You
may care to set a challenge on the year the photo was taken, and the names
of the layouts featured. I have no idea what the answers are, other than
noting that Colin sadly passed away in 1994.

Editor’s note
You’ve got me ‘stumped’ on this one, Vic. Maybe other readers with longer
memories than mine of the Club’s exhibitions can help you out.
If you know the answers to Vic’s questions, please get in touch!
No comment!
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WOLFE LOWE TRAVELS TO PERTH SHOW
Shaun Horrocks

Steve Moore and I, ably assisted by Iain Chippendale (from the Alsager
Club) attended the Perth Model Railway Exhibition with our O gauge
layout, Wolfe Lowe.

Perth is a large show with 40+ layouts and is attended form far & wide.
It was also the place for a reunion of ex MMMRG members who have
moved north for their work – Peter Heald, Eric Johns and Keith Ware.

Having collected the van the previous evening an early’ish start was
made with a coffee stop at Tebay Services and a driver change at
Hamilton Services. We rolled into the Dewar Centre, Perth at about
3pm, just as Iain arrived by train – lucky fellow has first class free pass!
very hot and humid – so much so, we didn’t feel much like looking round the

In the middle of setting up Mike Bissett (of St Marnock O gauge shed fame)

show! A full day’s operating left us feeling dehydrated and without energy.

stopped by and asked if he could photograph the layout for Hornby – like
now! So a peaceful setting up turned into a race to add the figures and
other detailing bits-not to mention rolling stock whilst he photographed
the layout for nearly an hour. So much for a peaceful set up!
In the end we just about ran one test engine over the layout and retired
to the hotel.

Actually more a Motel – ex RAF quarters at Perth Airport. This is now
just for light aircraft and helicopters– oh, and lots of Oyster Catchers –
never did see any oysters!

Now for the big disappointment of the weekend – the on-site Indian
restaurant had closed! When we visited with ‘Purgatory Peak’ not only
did it do great Indian food but also great streaks, pizzas and a very
good pint.

Saturday dawned early with a 7am breakfast call and in the exhibition
However the computer-controlled mine loco didn’t seem to mind
and plodded back and forth 130 times with only a couple of nudges.

Having sat through interminable speeches at the Saturday ‘do’ on
our last visit with ‘Purgatory Peak’, we settled for an Indian meal
with Eric at a place he recommended – and really good it was too!

Sunday was altogether more relaxed with far fewer visitors and a
chance to wander round and have a chat. Dave Fenton and his
wife Sheila were there with the “MegaPoints” stand, as were
Cheltenham Models, The Junction Box and Eileen’s Emporium.
Exhibiting there were David George and his wife with ‘29th Street
Wharf’ - a layout that had featured at our own show.

Packing up went to plan, but getting out of the hall was a
nightmare! Eventually we wheeled the layout across the hall,
hall for just turned 8am! To our amazement everything worked and

through the foyer and down a long sloping pedestrian way. We retired to a

continued to do so for the rest of the weekend.

local hostelry for food and a drink – we never did get a decent pint north of
the border, though!

The crowds arrived early and the halls were soon packed and it became
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WE CAN GET IT WRONG, TOO! AND WHEN WE DO …….

…….. WE CAN MAKE IT LOOK EVERY BIT AS
SPECTACULAR AS ANYONE ELSE!
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THE GEORGETOWN LOOP RAILROAD

Railroad was offering a $10 discount for the first train from Silver Plume in

Dominic Emery

the morning.

The Georgetown Loop Railroad is a 3 foot narrow gauge line situated 45

The journey from our Motel in Denver was straightforward with only the

miles west of Denver direct on the Interstate 70. As with many of the

morning rush hour to cope with. On arriving at our destination I had time to

railroads from the 1880's it was built to connect two, then thriving, mining
towns of Georgetown and Silver Plume which lay just 2 miles apart in a
steep narrow mountain canyon. With over 600 feet difference in elevation

film the diesel shunter moving 1921 built Baldwin 2-8-0 No. 40 into a display
position in front of the engine shed. I was told that it would bought back into
working order over the following winter. This and the 1926 built Baldwin
the engineers had to come up with something special. The line was
originally intended to carry on to Leadville where there was a large gold find.
Another railway (the Denver, South Park and Pacific Railroad - Ed) got there
first so the line wasn`t built much further than Silver Plume.

The loop was built in 1884, dismantled in 1938 and rebuilt in 1984 just in
time to celebrate the centennial of its construction. The railroad had to gain
over 500 feet of elevation in a distance of less than 2 miles. The gradients
were also a problem and there are points where they reach 4%, which I think
is 1:25 in old money. Tourists from Denver started to come on the train to
see the Rocky Mountains. But better roads, more cars and the Great
Depression were to be the end of the line and the loop. The coming of the
Interstate meant an intrusion on the line which was rebuilt next to the ramp
up onto the I-70.

The line goes around a series of tight curves and crosses the Clear Creek
2-8-0 No. 111 are actually re-imports having been built for railways in Central

four times including the Devil's Gate Bridge and High Bridge where the line
actually goes over itself. The Railroad also offers Gold Mine Tours in a
disused mine, but we just took the ride. I had decided in Berlin that we would
travel from Silver Plume to Georgetown as the main Depot, engine shed,
museum, water
tank and most of
the rolling stock
are in Silver
Plume.

A few days
before we flew
over I noticed on
the website
that the
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and South America. No.111 was returned to traffic in 2016. The mainstay

Silver Plume, the driver managed to get the engine to slip, much to the
amusement of the lady conductor who was also a trained steam engine
driver (engineer)
and had learned
to drive on a
wood fired steam
engine! The
highlight of the
trip is going over
the Devil's Gate
Bridge and the
views are not bad
either. I thought
that the normal
price of $25,95 a was bit expensive. I think the Americans are not used to
of the Railroad up to the return of No.111 had been the 80 ton 3 truck Shay

having museum railways just down the road and for them they are

built by the Lima Locomotive Works in Lima, Ohio in 1923 (No. 9) and is to

something special and are quite willing to pay the prices asked. I also found

be seen on most of the photos of the line. No.111 was coupled up to our

that the Museum Railroads employed quite a large number of people. There

train which was made up of mostly open gondolas with one closed coach

was even a young lady to answer questions on engine No. 40.

and one with a roof. We grabbed the seats next to the engine. The trip down
to Devil’s Gate

TIP: On the

was relaxed till

way back to

we stopped on

Denver from

the middle of the

Silver Plume

line and I saw a

on the I-70

rock pass in

there is a

front of us and

scenic

land in a tree. A

overlook

fortnight before

from which

we were there a

you can see

rockfall had

a lot of the
Clear Creek valley and the railroad (including the High Bridge) and as luck

derailed No.111

would have it, we were able to see the next train! (Dommy's luck #1!)

and damaged the loco. We stopped at the Mine Tour Loading Platform to let
off the passengers for the mine tour. At Hall Siding train robbers tried to rob
the train but were defeated by the Marshalls on the train and we carried on

More information can be found at the railroad’s website and is well worth

down to Devil's Gate Bridge and then on to the Devils Gate Boarding Area.

investigating…….…

“www.georgetownlooprr.com"
Of course, much more information on the history of the line, how and why it
was built and the various ownerships it went through can be found through a
simple ‘Google’ search. ‘Wikipedia’ is a useful starting point.

This is the first of a number of reports about the railroads we visited in
Colorado during June of this year.

USEFUL TIP
So! You’ve finally worn out your favourite pair of corduroy trousers and
you’re ready to bin them ………… Hold on! Before you do, cut out a patch
to the right size that’s not too badly worn and you’ve got the makings of a
freshly ploughed field! Suitably coloured with ‘vegetation’ around the edges
and a few birds dotted around on the ground (especially crows!), maybe a
tractor and a plough and you’ve got a convincing arable scene. Needle
cord is best for ’00’.

The real fun started after our engine had run round and started to push
the train back under the bridge and then started its climb back up to
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THEY JUST GOTTA DO IT

THE LAST WORD

BIGGER AND BETTER!
What a varied edition this has been!

We’ve jumped from transporting standard gauge wagons on narrow gauge
rails through Peak Dale to Wolfe Lowe’s outing to Perth and back to the narrow
gauge rails of Colorado. Some circle!

I think we’ve even found the only UK example of transporting standard gauge
wagons on narrow gauge rails ……. if you know different, then please let me
know!

And that led me to think of any examples of railway practice that were/are
uniquely British and the only thing I’ve been able to drag out of this ageing
grey matter of mine is the use of slip coaches. I’m pretty sure they were unique
to this country (UK and Ireland) and their use today would, without a shadow of
doubt, send those responsible for ‘Elf and Safety’ into fits of apoplexy!

However, they were once very real and were used by, amongst others, the
Great Western Railway. Slip coaches were the last carriage (sometimes more
than one) in the train and would be de-coupled to coast into their final stop
(hopefully a station!) before being either shunted off to a carriage siding or
attached to a ‘local’ branchline train (after any passengers had got off/on, of
course!). With no form of power to propel them and, virtually, only a one-off
application of the brakes, bringing them to a halt at their required spot was no

CLUB CONTACTS AND WEB ADDRESSES

mean feat! They lasted into the days of British Rail but were phased out with
the final slip coach making its last journey on 10th September 1960. The use of

Newsletter:-

multiple unit diesel trains that could be easily split consigned the slip coach to

e-mail

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"

telephone

07761 122126

history.

Quite by coincidence, I see that Model Rail has read my thoughts and it
Macclesfield Model Railway Group:web site

‘www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk'

e-mail

‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'

telephone

07796 457978

contains an article about converting a Hornby Hawksworth carriage into a very
passable model of just such a coach. However, it appears not be be able to
move independently of the train hauling it and I’ve never seen an example in
model form that can. Maybe in these days of DCC, it should be possible to

07761 122126
Twitter

www.twitter.com/@MacclesfieldMRG

Facebook

www.facebook.com/macclesfieldmrg

‘decouple’ a slip coach from a train and ‘coast’ it into a station?

Just a thought ……… and it would make a novel project. Not my area of
interest, but it might be yours!

If you would like to contact the Newsletter or Macclesfield Model
Railway Group for any reason, simply ‘click’ on the appropriate red link

If you have any information on slip coaches, where and when they were used,

above.

which railway companies used them and how, I’d be more than happy to hear
from you! It’s a subject I (and, I suspect, many others) know very little about.

Don’t forget ……… your Committee members are:And finally …… if you, like Dominic, have been ‘on your travels’, though not
Chairman

Shaun Horrocks

Vice Chairman

Mike Hebblethwaite

Treasurer

Alan Ashton

Secretary

Tom McDonough

Member reps

Colin Moores

necessarily to anywhere quite so ‘exotic’, and have visited anywhere that may
be of interest to others, please let us know. Simply send in a couple of
photographs and a few notes and, who knows, you could be in line for that
coveted Gold Star!

Tony Hallatt

Until next month, enjoy your railway modelling.

Steve Nixon
Newsletter Editor

Mike Hebblethwaite
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